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I WILL BE DATING MYSELF BY SAYING THIS, but a 
“winterized” cottage was considered very special once upon a time. 
Today, it’s different. Gone are the days when going to the cottage was 
just for summer. Cottages, ranging from simple to lavish, are built to the 
standard of city homes and have become cherished year-round retreats 
for many families like our Feature Home owners.

Jim Shaffer and Jason McIntosh collaborated with designer Steve 
Sims of The Barnswallow Company to create a spectacular lake house in 
the Grand Bend area (page 20) You will see how the cottage reveals the 
restful beauty of minimal design lines and detailing, inviting its natural 
setting “indoors” year-round, winter being no exception. 

After imagining the enjoyment of winter at the cottage, you’ll be 
moving back into town for our Home and Builder feature (page 38), a 
small condo that’s big on style. The owners customized its every inch, 
choosing interesting and unusual finishes and invoking the talents of 
local artisans. Condo living never looked so good. 

I guess you might describe this issue as eclectic because we’ve also 
worked some vintage into the mix. What a revelation to me to find so 
many great markets tucked into our local scene. A blah room can become 
stylish and fashion forward when vintage comes calling, as you’ll see in 
our Style Picks spread (page 14). 

Looking ahead to the New Year, I hope our magazine will continue 
to be a gathering place for inspiring ideas, and a way to connect you 
with the interesting and diversely talented people working in our home 
and design industry, like the folks in this issue’s People (page 52) and 
Spotlight features (page 30). To me, OUR HOMES is a bit like theatre. 
We pull pieces into a staged production for your viewing pleasure, and to 
cultivate your interest in the importance of home in our lives. 

I hope you will continue to read and enjoy OUR HOMES London. 
Meantime, I wish you health and happiness at home throughout 
the coming year.

Mary Hatt, Managing Editor
mary.hatt@ourhomes.ca

Follow us       Subscriptions subscribe@ourhomes.ca
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Thoughtful design and curated 
décor add up to casual elegance 
at the cottage. Story, page 20. 
Photography by Jason Hartog.
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 20 Feature Home The natural landscape of  
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 38 Home & Builder Unique finishes and  
  layers of texture make a big bang in a  
  small space.
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Keeping clean has never been more luxurious 
and spectacular. The master bathroom, 
in particular, is the second-most-popular 
renovation after the kitchen. Visual appeal, 
functionality and unique design elements 
are what we are now looking for in our 
bathrooms. Tubs and showers are a great 
way to make your unique statement. Here 
are some tips that interior designers think 
you should know. 

Interior Designer Dolores Pian shares her ideas.

KEEPING 

selecting body sprays. Make 
sure they accommodate all 
members of the family and 
their various heights and 
weights. While they can be 
adjusted to suit your needs, 
jet sprays can be very powerful and you 
could end up with a mouthful of water or 
even injure sensitive body parts. You may 
need a grip rail.

•	 Large format tiles, quartz stone or Corian 
are now used for seamless shower walls, 
eliminating the need for those pesky, 
hard-to-clean grout lines. Ask your 
contractor if you have enough room to 
get them up the stairs or in an elevator 
prior to installation.

•	 Shower floors need small tiles for foot 
grip and safety so that you can avoid 
slipping. Make grout colour the darkest 
colour that coordinates with the tile.

•	 Install a waterproof light fixture overhead 
for safety. (Yes – you can still install an 
overhead shower.) Place the fixture on a 
separate switch with no dimmer. 

•	 Shower benches are useful for a quick sit 
down during a long shower and also to 
perch your foot while shaving your legs.

SPECIAL TOUCHES
•	 Heated floors. Made more affordable 

and doable with Ditra-Heat-E-Kit by 
Schluter. It has a quarter-inch profile that 
minimizes the thickness of the finished 
tile floor.

•	 Wall niches. Scavenge space from wall 
cavities with niches. Wall niches can 
come in stainless steel or tiled. A slight 
slope is needed to drain water. Not only 
are they a décor element, they make all 
items more accessible. 

EDUCATE YOURSELF 
Check out bathroom manufacturers’ sites 
for your specific needs. Tubs and showers 
are just two of the elements to explore 
so that you can create your own unique 
fabulous bathroom.  OH

1. PRODUITS NEPTUNE: 
Florence Freestanding Tub  
2. CASALGRANDE PADANA: 
Marmoker Nero Creta Tile  
3. CASALGRANDE PADANA: 
Marmoker Olimpo Tile  
4. SCHLUTER: Kerdi-Line Floor 
Drains  5. PRODUITS NEPTUNE: 
Malaga Shower Tower  6. MIROLIN: 
Cruz Acrylic Freestanding Tub  
7. SCHLUTER: Ditra-Heat-E-Kit  

1

4

5

6

7

TUBS
The new attention grabber is the 
freestanding tub. A sculpture that bathes 
you in comfort, it appears to float, taking 
less space than a built-in and easier to clean. 

Tips:
•	 Test your tub for body size when sitting. 

A taller person requires a longer tub. A 
small tub will result in knees to the chin 
and not comfortable at all.

•	 Statement lighting over the tub can add 
that wow factor. Make sure your fixtures 
are rated for damp or wet locations. Place 
on a separate switch.

•	 A soft white lighting colour temperature 
of 2,700 to 3,000 degrees Kelvin provides 
a warm, cosy atmosphere so you’ll always 
look your best. 

•	 Dimmers set the mood and can be pre-
set to the timing of your choice. Place on 
a separate switch.

•	 Leave three inches or more around the 
tub for cleaning. The handle of a mop still 
needs to reach around the back.

SHOWERS
The shower is where you stimulate your 
senses. Glass shower enclosures have 
eliminated thick tiled walls, allowing for 
more space. Glass doors can now roll or 
hinge effortlessly.

Tips:
•	 Curbs virtually disappear with curbless 

shower systems made possible by 
Schluter Kerdi-Line Systems. They have 
shower kits that provide the necessary 
waterproofing membrane and floor 
sloping for drains. Linear drains, which 
are long troughs two-inches deep, lie 
beneath the floor and need to run in the 
direction of joists or can be carved out of 
a concrete floor.

•	 Water can rain on your head or jet 
you from three sides. Be careful when 

2 3
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2  GROW & BLOOM CO.

Elegant Arrangement
Take a silver urn then combine 
unique components like cotton, 
mustard and O’Hara roses, 
anemone and pepper berries 
with festive classics magnolia and 
cedar. The result? A noteworthy 
table piece styled by Grow & 
Bloom designers. Luxurious, yet 
refreshingly unexpected. 

569 Richmond St., London 
519.439.4769 | @growandbloomco

1  RE/UNITED DESIGNS

Mirror and Sun Catcher
Period silver casserole holders 
inspired artisan Mary Downs 
to create decorative mirrored 
pieces for the wall or tabletop. 
She also uses the silver holders to 
make delightful sun catchers with 
vintage chandelier crystals and 
beads, strung together with old 
jewelry chains.

reuniteddesigns.com

3  DUCK & DODO ANTIQUE AND  
 ARTISAN MARKET

Vintage HBC Blanket
Multi-stripe move over, there’s 
nothing like a scarlet point 
Hudson’s Bay Company blanket to 
take off winter’s chill. The rich red is 
lovely as a throw on the sofa or on 
the bed. Made in England of 100 
per cent woven wool, the scarlet 
point blanket first appeared in the 
18th century.

245-7 Maitland St., London 
519.601.9255 | duckanddodo.ca

5  Z & BEE CO.

Beeswax Food Wraps
These colourful, reusable food 
wraps make serious stocking 
stuffers for year-round use. 
Handmade designer cottons, local 
beeswax and bee glue (propolis) 
are used to create each wrap. 
Hand cut and waxed to ensure 
quality, the wraps can be reused 
for approximately 12 months. 
Biodegradable and compostable. 

335 Beattie St., Strathroy 
519.521.5363 | zandbeeco.com

4  STAN PORTLEY’S 

Steampunk Lamp
Artisan Norm Cheyne polished 
and repurposed old plumbing and 
electrical parts to make this funky 
table lamp. Dubbed Mad Max, 
it’s in the style of fanciful lamps 
created by a 19th century artistic 
movement that was all about the 
age of steam and mad science.

1770 Ernest Ave., London 
519.601.3666 | stanportleys.com

6  MOHR LIVING 

Wool Floor Pillow
Made from a vintage Beni 
Ourain rug, this pouf will add a 
dash of boho to the living room, 
bedroom or nursery. Measuring 
approximately 24-by-24-by-eight 
inches, the pouf comes unstuffed 
with a zip on the underside for 
easy filling with whatever – old 
sheets or towels, fibre fill or 
Styrofoam. Use your imagination. 

mohr-living.com  OH

ARTFULBeauty

1
2
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Think vintage, organic 
and unique for that special 
someone on your list.

PHOTOGRAPHY JACKIE NOBLE
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RECIPE AND PHOTOGRAPHY JENELLE MCCULLOCH

THIS EASY CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT FUDGE IS THE
PERFECT GIFT TO IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS AND

FAMILY THIS HOLIDAY SEASON. IT’S LOADED WITH
TOASTED HAZELNUTS AND YOUR FAVOURITE

HOLIDAY CHOCOLATE.

DIRECTIONS

Line an 8-by-8-inch baking 
sheet with parchment paper and 
set aside. 

In a large saucepan over 
medium heat, combine dark 
chocolate chips, sweetened 
condensed milk and chocolate 
hazelnut spread. Heat until 
chocolate is melted and 
ingredients thoroughly 
combined. Remove from heat 
and stir in toasted hazelnuts.

Pour into prepared baking sheet 
and spread evenly. Place Ferrero 
Rocher chocolates into the 
fudge until they are completely 
immersed. 

Let fudge harden in fridge until 
set and slice into squares.  OH

INGREDIENTS

3 cups dark chocolate chips

600 mL (2 cans) sweetened 
condensed milk 

¼ cup chocolate 
hazelnut spread   

¼ cup hazelnuts, toasted

Ferrero Rocher chocolates

Get more recipes at 
ourhomes.ca/mag/cookonline

HAZELNUT FUDGE 
chocolate

Chocolate_Hazlenut_Fudge.indd   1-1/2 pg 2018-09-07   11:54 AM
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TOOLS & MATERIALS 

Large holiday string light bulbs 

Acrylic paint in your choice of colour

Paintbrush

Sealant (we used Mod Podge)

Marker in contrasting colour (we 
used silver, black and gold) 

Waxed paper

Twine or ribbon

Glue

Tiny trinkets for decoration

TOOLS & MATERIALS 

Ceramic tiles, your choice (we used a 
sheet of white arabesque tiles) 

Permanent marker (we used a 
gold Sharpie) 

LIGHT BULB PLACE CARDNAME TILE PLACE CARD

DIRECTIONS

Cover workspace with waxed paper. 
Apply two coats of paint to the glass 
of each light bulb, allowing to dry 
between coats. Coat painted area of 
bulb with sealant. 

When dry, write or print names on 
bulb using marker. Wrap bulb stems 
with twine or ribbon and glue in 
place. Decorate with bows and/or 
trinkets.  OH

DIRECTIONS

Wipe tiles with a damp cloth, 
removing any oil or film on 
the surface.

Using permanent marker, write or 
print name or message.

Let tile sit until completely dry, 
about 1 hour.

Your place card is ready.  

Shapely tiles make 
a lovely gift tag.

Add a personal 
touch to your 
C hristmas 
dinner!Discover more DIY projects 

at ourhomes.ca/mag/createonline

Elizabeth

CREATE GIFT CARDS OR PLACE CARDS USING
SMALL CERAMIC TILES OR LIGHT BULBS.

THEY’RE SIMPLE TO MAKE AND ADD A FUN,
YET ELEGANT LOOK TO A GIFT OR TABLE SETTING.  

Name Cards

PROJECT DAWN MCCONNELL |  PHOTOGRAPHY TARA CHATTELL

Christmas_Placecards.indd   DPS 2018-10-17   2:32 PM
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JASON MCINTOSH, JIM SHAFFER AND THEIR
FOUR-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER NORAH CAN’T WAIT

FOR WINTER WEEKENDS AT THE COTTAGE.

LEFT: Norah loves hanging out 
at the cottage with Dads Jim 
(standing) and Jason. ABOVE: The 
idea of being inside yet feeling 
outside inspired the open-concept 
living space. Most walls throughout 
the cottage were painted Simply 
White by Benjamin Moore, and the 
ceilings stained Early American. 

IN

STORY MARY HATT
PHOTOGRAPHY JASON HARTOG

W`“We imagine feeling a little like being inside a snow globe, being 
able to watch the snow fall all around us,” Jason says, anticipating 
fireside family time after outdoor fun in Grand Bend’s Southcott 
Pines neighbourhood.

Previously, Jim and Jason had owned another cottage nearby. But 
they yearned for a place directly on the lake. After purchasing a suitable 
property two years ago, they enlisted designer Steve Sims of The 
Barnswallow Company to help them achieve their vision: a quietly 
contemporary vacation home with as little visual separation from the 
outdoors as possible.

The original idea was to renovate the property’s existing structure. 
Complications, however, led to designing and building a brand new 
cottage, one that’s simple yet also dramatic. 

“We are always drawn to simple design,” Jason says, adding he and 
Jim are inspired by mid-century and industrial influences as well as 
wood, stone and steel building materials. The pair opted for Maibec 
prefinished wood siding stained Muskoka Brown (Home Hardware 
Building Centre Grand Bend) and contemporary black window 
frames. The exterior doors are finished with nickel-plated hardware for 
an industrial embellishment. Continued on page 22
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“Their vision was a great starting point,” 
says Steve, whose architectural plans revolved 
around his clients’ wish for commanding lake 
views from most of the cottage and generous 
entertaining spaces inside and out.

Jeff Fisher of Fisher Design & 
Drafting Services was also involved in 
the project. Rod Nicholson of Nicholson 
Builders Inc. was the general contractor. 
His team did much of the interior 
finishing and trim. 

Steve explains the rectangular shape 
of the 3,450 sq. ft. cottage is pretty basic, 
mainly due to building restrictions. But 
creative architecture has stamped it with 
one-of-a-kind detailing such as the mono-
pitch, standing seam metal roof (White 

Stone 1998 Inc.) with waterfall detail on 
one side of the cottage. There are also wood 
panelled ceilings with exposed interior 
rafters that continue to the exterior as rafter 
tails (Nicholson Builders Inc.). Most of all, 
there are soaring windows along the lake 
side of the home.

These commercial-grade windows by 
Eco Architectural Glass Inc., rising a 
dramatic 14 feet, were a must to capture 
the year-round beauty of the lake and the 
landscape. The windows create a virtual glass 
wall, easily blending the interior and the 
expansive exterior deck into one vast indoor-
outdoor living area for the family that enjoys 
entertaining friends and relatives regularly. 

Arrivals to the cottage are from the road, 

LEFT: The cottage’s 
standing seam metal 
roof rolls over into a 
waterfall style exterior 
feature beside the upper 
entryway to the cottage. 
BELOW: A series of tiled 
images by wildlife and 
landscape artist Charley 
Harper coordinate with 
colourful dining chairs 
and warm wood table. 
BOTTOM LEFT: A 
spacious bar area also 
includes glass-fronted 
cabinetry for storing 
decorative pieces.

Continued on page 25

TOP: The indoor-outdoor vibe continues 
in the kitchen where an eye-catching 
backsplash offers a punch of colour and 
pattern framed by the quiet and calm of 
simple design lines. The glass stairway 
to the lower level is tucked between the 
kitchen and the exterior wall. ABOVE: The 
Barnswallow Company’s Steve Sims. 

PHOTO: SHERRY LEMCKE
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where a generous parking area gives way to 
the east side of the property and a protected 
stone patio enjoys morning sun. This side 
of the exterior is two storeys and has been 
carefully landscaped by Oasis Landscapes 
to allow for easy entry on either level. A handy 
entrance at ground level welcomes guests 
staying in one of the lower bedrooms. There is 
also a television room here. 

Steve wanted to connect inside and outside 

spaces on this side of the cottage just as he 
had done on the lake side. Hence a windowed 
wood and glass interior stairway between the 
first and second floors (The Master’s Touch 
Wood Products Ltd.) There is also an 
exterior stairway from the driveway that leads 
to the main level front door and an immediate 
lake vista through the great room. 

Simple design lines continue on the main 
level where an open floor plan invites easy 

Continued on page 26

Textural components in the great room include the wood 
beamed ceiling and the floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace 
surround, which doubles as a wall separating the living 
space from the bedroom wing. OPPOSITE, TOP LEFT: By 
situating the master bathroom on the inside of an exterior 
cottage wall, designer Steve Sims was able to pop in a 
handy outdoor shower just off the master bedroom. TOP 
RIGHT: Plenty of glass plus the open wood and glass 
stairway ensure the lower level entryway is bright and 
airy. RIGHT: Owners Jim and Jason made sure to include a 
classic cottage feature, the screened-in porch. 
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living. “The great room is our favourite for the 
obvious reason of the views from both sides 
of the house,” Jason says. “But it is also a place 
where everyone can be together. It’s the centre 
of everything, where we spend most of our 
time when not down at the lake.” 

A full wall of square-cut, random pattern 
Wiarton stone (Joe Vanneste Masonry) 
with fireplace (Safe Home Fireplace) 
stands out for its rustic detailing. The rest of 
the room, with a simple furniture grouping 
around the fireplace and a harvest table in 
the spacious dining area, creates minimal 
distraction from the lake and the woods. 

The contemporary kitchen reflects the 
cottage’s sleek, quiet vibe. White oak cabinets 
in a simple natural finish (J&J Jones 
Custom Cabinets) match the floor (Great 
Floors) and the cabinets are topped with soft 
grey quartz countertops from Progressive 
Countertop. The honeycomb-style black tile 
backsplash (installed by Nicholson) creates 
visual interest here as well as in the adjacent 
bar area where live-edge shelves add a pinch of 
rustic to the mix.

ARTISTIC IMAGES THROUGHOUT 
THE COTTAGE REFLECT 
LOCAL WILDLIFE LIKE FOXES, 
OWLS AND BIRDS. 

LEFT: Blues and greens accent the master 
bedroom and reflect Lake Huron’s ever-changing 
hues. BELOW: Pale wood finishes and soft grey 
wall tile pair with black accents and a bold floor in 
the master bathroom. 

Continued on page 28
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The bar and the stone wall of the great room divide the living 
spaces from three upper-level bedrooms, including the lakeside master 
suite, which opens to the deck and an outdoor shower. In the master 
bathroom, Steve’s design took advantage of ceiling height to place three 
clerestory windows that allow natural light without compromising 
privacy. Shoreline Plumbing & Heating supplied fixtures to the 
master bath as well as the main-level guest bathroom. Both baths 
sport a crisp hexagonal tile floor, grey shower tile, simple cabinetry, 
clean quartz counters and glass shower doors (Ferguson Haan 
Custom Glass). 

Jim and Jason are masters of the clutter-free interior where artwork 
is minimal and the walls are white. As a result, there is a quiet but 
strong connection with the natural landscape and no distraction from 
their view. “We wanted more than anything for the inside to feel like the 
outside,” Jason says. He adds that any time of the year, “there is nothing 
like a sunset over Lake Huron.”  OH

RIGHT: Like the 
master bathroom, a 
blend of rustic and 
contemporary elements 
define the guest bath. 
Custom interior doors 
throughout the cottage 
(Riverside Millwork 
Group) are seven-feet 
tall. FAR RIGHT: Bird 
prints by Charley 
Harper add a colourful 
pop in the guest room. 
BELOW: The kids’ 
room, sensibly kitted 
with sturdy wood bunk 
beds, welcomes many 
of Norah’s friends and 
cousins to the cottage.
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THE PLACE: The Ensuite Bath & Kitchen Showroom in London 

is one of many across Canada. A member of the Emco family of 

plumbing-related businesses, London’s Ensuite showroom was 

the company’s first in Ontario when it launched 15 years ago. 

That was the era of oversize jet tubs and bathroom fireplaces, 

lead consultant Braden Freer wryly notes, a far cry from the 

high-style inspiration reflected in today’s showroom vignettes 

and product displays: exquisite sinks and tubs, brushed gold 

faucets, techie toilets and spa-style showers. Kitchen fixtures are 

also available though most people visit The Ensuite when doing 

the bathroom.  

Upmarket Luxury
AT

THE STYLE: The Ensuite stands out in London for intelligent 

service manned by three showroom consultants. Booking an 

appointment is recommended. “The choice is overwhelming,” 

Braden says, adding he and his team have learned to quickly 

assess the needs of local builders, contractors and the general 

public then navigate what’s available to suit them. Braden and 

consultants Kurtis Ford and Connor Antram have a depth of 

knowledge across many brands. They have travelled widely to 

visit suppliers such as Hansgrohe in Atlanta. “We each got into 

a shower to experience it,” Braden recalls of the trip, adding 

that dozens of shower heads may look good but they won’t all 

function well.

PHOTOGRAPHY 
JACKIE NOBLE

HOT PRODUCTS: Kohler Verdera Voice lighted 

mirror embedded with Amazon Alexa. Kohler Real 

Rain shower panel. Kohler DTV digital shower. 

Numi “intelligent” toilets by Kohler, $6,000 to 

$15,000, and Kohler cleansing seats, $260 to 

$4,000. More Canadian lines than ever before 

are available, such as Quebec-based 

Riobel, Produits Neptune and Fleurco. 

Brizo’s new Levoir line and luxe steel finish 

and matte black faucets and fixtures from 

Kohler, Riobel and Fleurco are very popular.

FUN FACT: “Are you a bather or do you prefer the shower?” 

That’s how Braden, Connor and Kurtis often open the 

conversation with bath reno clients.

STAFF FAVOURITES: Braden: Kohler’s Composed collection 

in titanium. Kurtis: AXOR Massaud nature-inspired designs. 

Connor: Hansgrohe Raindance Select E300 showerhead.

ADVICE: A house should have at least one tub.

GET THERE: 944 Leathorne St., Unit 1, London 

519.457.3626 | ensuiteontario.com/london  OH

 Kohler’s Blush 
Floral wading 
pool-style 
vessel sink.

The Ensuite’s London team: Braden Freer, 
Connor Antram and Kurtis Ford.

THE ENSUITE
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STORY WALTER FRANCZYK

NOT WORTH ITS SALT
Keeping stairs, walkways and sidewalks 
safe and ice-free during winter is a recurring 
task, habitually made easier with liberal 
applications of salt.

Yes salt, or sodium chloride, does a great 
job melting ice. Its low cost, ease of use 
and ready availability make it the de-icer 
of choice for many people. But it can cause 
considerable damage to concrete and the 
environment. When salt mixes with snow 
and ice, it creates brine that can seep into 
concrete and accelerate the corrosion of rebar, 
the reinforcing steel inside concrete. Over 
multiple winters, heavy doses of salt can cause 
scaling and flaking of masonry surfaces. It can 
also stain coloured concrete and flagstones. 
Concrete walkways and stairs should be at 
least six months old, or even a year old, before 
salt or other de-icing products are applied, 
most experts advise. 

Canada uses about five million tonnes of 
salt to de-ice roads every winter. Most of that 
salt dissolves and flows into groundwater, 
sewers, creeks and lakes. At high levels, salt 
can concentrate oxygen near the surface of 
natural water bodies and harm aquatic life 
that lives deep below. When salt gets into soil 
it can interfere with how plants absorb water. 
Evergreens are especially vulnerable. Salt can 
dry them out and kill them. 

Another de-icer, calcium chloride, is 
formed in rounded white pellets that generate 
heat when it comes in contact with ice or 
snow. It melts snow quickly, but it isn’t any 
more environmentally benign than road salt.

ICE-CLEARING ALTERNATIVES
There are alternatives for those who don’t 
want to contribute salt or calcium chloride to 
the environment.

Shovelling And Scraping: The chemical-
free solution is to simply shovel and scrape 
steps, walkways and sidewalks. This 
moderate, cold weather exercise will reduce 
the amount of salt or de-icer needed and will 
help keep shovelers healthy at the same time. 

Blowing Snow: Snowblowers can tackle 
most walkways and can be handy after a heavy 
snowfall, however ice may still build up and 
need to be shovelled or scraped away.

Sand: Sand provides instant traction as well 
as longer-lasting traction than salt. In direct 
sunlight, sand heats up and is able to melt ice 
as well, though it is slower acting than salt.

Calcium Magnesium Acetate: United 
States highway authorities found calcium 
magnesium acetate to be less corrosive and 
environmentally damaging than salt or 
calcium chloride. Made from acetic acid and 

The annual war on 
winter is about to be 
waged close to home, 
literally on the doorstep.
As Canadians pull 
snow shovels out of 
storage, service their 
snowblowers and stock 
up on sand, salt and 
other de-icers, a little 
planning for that annual 
skirmish can help 
prevent collateral damage 
to the environment 
and property. A chemical-free solution is 

to simply shovel and scrape 
steps and sidewal ks. Sand 
provides better and longer 
lasting traction than salt.

dolomitic limestone, it is mixed with salt in 
de-icers packaged for the retail market. But 
according to the Peters Chemical Company, 
a large U.S. supplier of ice melters, the 
concentration of calcium magnesium acetate 
must be at least 20 per cent of the blend in a 
de-icer to inhibit salt corrosion.

Portable Melting Mats: Made from 
moulded rubber, portable melting mats 
can be placed on top of stairs, walkways 
and driveways. The mats are strong enough 
to withstand the weight of cars and stay 
put. Just plug them in using a heavy-duty 
power unit. 

Radiant Heat: Homeowners who want to 
make their walkways, steps and driveways 
completely salt-free and eliminate shovelling 
and sanding altogether can consider installing 
radiant electric heat. This is not a quick 
pre-winter fix, but requires planning and 
budgeting. Like interior radiant floor heat, 
this technology consists of electric cables and 
mats installed below driveway and walkway 
surfaces. Designed to automatically turn on 
when severe weather arrives, they will melt 
snow and ice for the duration of a storm and 
stay on afterward to dry walking and driving 
surfaces. Installing them in an existing paved 
driveway involves tearing up the old asphalt 
and repaving over heating mats. For existing 
stone walkways, stones can be removed to 

allow installation of serpentine heating cables 
and then replaced over top. Installations are 
easier with new construction. Although the 
heating mats and cables aren’t prohibitively 
expensive, installation requires skilled labour 
and expertise. 

IF YOU MUST 
If you do use salt or a de-icer, always apply 

sparingly, after first shovelling away as much 
snow and ice as possible. Use it only on ice 
and in high traffic areas, away from the base of 
your home. De-icers are most effective when 
applied before the onset of snow, to prevent 

ice from forming and sticking to footpaths, 
making them easier to clear. 

When buying de-icers, check the labels 
for contents. The Material Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS), required by Canada’s Workplace 
Hazardous Materials Information System, 
provide the chemical composition of traction 
compounds. Some de-icers, including one 
priced at nearly five times the cost of salt, 
are promoted as green and environmentally 
friendly, but are mostly salt with only small 
amounts of additives. 

Once winter is gone, washing down 
walkways, stairs and areas near plants and 
shrubs will help disperse de-icers.  OHDe-icing products dissolve and f low 

into groundwater, sewers, creeks 
and la kes. At high levels, salt can 
concentrate oxygen near the surface 
of water, harming aquatic life below.

THE SALT
PASS ON

Pass_The_Salt.indd   DPS 2018-10-10   9:11 AM
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Designate a spot  
for t he of f ice
Once you’ve found the spot, plan your 
design. I opted for custom millwork 
to utilize every square inch of storage 
I could. Going custom allowed us to 
paint the desk this gorgeous turquoise 
colour, Benjamin Moore Waterfall. Take 
note of the brass, hand-cast cabinet 
pulls from Shayne Fox – they’re like 
jewelry on this desk. The chair is from 
CoreChair.

Where there’s space, there’s opportunity. This home needed a small office and the 
right place just happened to be in the bedroom. Designer Lisa Canning details her 

design and offers tips on how to create a multi-use space in a master bedroom.

DOUBLE DUTY

STORY LISA CANNING
PHOTOGRAPHY  DANN TARDIFF

1

Find the per fect bed 
Everyone deserves a beautiful bed. After a hard day a 
beautiful bed is worth the investment. This bed with 
its tufted, wingback headboard is from Wayfair and it 
offers great value with storage. A beautiful bed needs a 
quality mattress. Here we used the award-winning Casper 
Mattress. I also chose Casper’s sheet and duvet set in a 
crisp white. 

Add your personal ity
This is important, regardless of the kind of space you are 
creating. It has to reflect you and your unique personality. 
Here I just had to add elements like the Metrie door 
painted Benjamin Moore Yellow Highlighter. To ensure 
this was the focal point, we kept the adjacent sliding 
closet doors in white to ensure some balance. Again, to 
ensure the space didn’t feel too overwhelming with all the 
vibrant pops, I wrapped the room in Metrie’s tongue and 
groove shiplap panelling and painted it Benjamin Moore 
Decorator’s White. I love interior mouldings. They provide 
such a beautiful textural element to any space.

Get cosy
Every bedroom needs to feel cosy and comfortable, 
which is why I added ample blankets and pillows in a 
variety of textures, all within our colour palette to stay 
harmonious, and displayed them on the ladder. Lighting 
also makes a big impact in the room. I added a stunning 
modern chandelier that adds an architectural element. 
Lastly, add some fun accessories. The ladder, chandelier, 
tray and pen are all from Bouclair.  OH

2

3

4

Furniture can also pul l 
double duty: under-
the-bed drawers 
provide storage for 
extra bed linens.

Design elements come together to 
make this shared bedroom and home 
off ice cohesive.

Bedroom Makeover.indd   DPS 2018-10-03   11:54 AM
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PLANNING 

 DO:  Evaluate your needs. We lived in a small cabin on our 
property for five years. This experience taught us what was 
actually important to us – insulation and enough space to 
entertain friends and family – and the things we could live 
without, like a basement and an en suite bathroom. 

   Hire professionals when it comes to the architectural and 
interior design of your home. Experience is invaluable 
especially if it’s your first time building. Professionals can 
help bring your vision to life.

   Decide on a budget figure that you are comfortable with 
and speak to your bank early to arrange financing.

PERMITS

 DO:  Talk to all authorities having jurisdiction early. 
Your local municipality’s planning department will 
have by-laws that apply to the planned structures 
and all associated parameters, setbacks, etc. 
Our project is located within the catchment area 
of the Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority, 
and it took several months to receive the final approvals. 

   Submit a complete application when applying for your 
building permit to avoid delays. 

DON’T:  Forget to contact your insurance company to get builder’s 
insurance for the duration of construction.

DESIGN

 DO:  Design a home to suit your unique property. Each site will 
have natural restrictions, but take the time to consider 
the views and natural light, the location of outbuildings, 
where you’d like future gardens and outdoor living areas 
or a pool. Map out the footprint of the home in the 
proposed location. Morning sun is very important to me, 
and in our initial site I realized that I didn’t have morning 
sun hitting the house until about 10 a.m. – that just wasn’t 
going to work!

   Pay special attention to the layout of doors and windows. 
It can be desirable for interior doors to align with windows. 

  Purchase the best quality windows that your budget will 
allow. Windows are a detail that are often overlooked, 
and aside from their thermal rating, they can truly make or 
break the overall exterior appeal and aesthetic of a home. 

   Think about kitchen and bathroom design, electrical 
layout, the switching plan and a furniture layout early on 
so you have all of the answers when your trades are ready 
to go. Select your appliances early, so, for example, you 
can plumb water to your fridge if you have an integrated 
water dispenser/ice maker.

   Think about heating and cooling options early. Walk 
through with a mechanical contractor to understand how 
they need to run their duct work so you will know where 
you’ll have bulkheads and registers. 

   Try to anticipate and integrate structural elements such 
as dropped beams and/or bulkheads needed to house 
mechanical equipment into the design – they could 
become an unexpected feature.

OOUR HOMES Managing 
Editor and Interior Designer (I) 
Tamarisk McNalty Stephens 
and her husband are in the 
midst of building a new home 
in Grey County. She shares 
the dos, the don’ts and the 
best practices she’s learned 
along the way. The number 
one lesson? Be prepared to 
make dozens more decisions 
than expected.

STORY TAMARISK MCNALTY STEPHENS

BUILDING A 

Part 1: Lessons learned

   Consider various levels of lighting – general, accent and 
task – to create an inviting space and wire for it even if you 
don’t intend to use it right away. It’s easier and cheaper to 
do this before the drywall is installed.

DON’T:  Rush the design phase. It takes a lot of thought and 
consideration to get a home that has a layout that meets 
your needs and is also aesthetically appealing from both 
the exterior and interior.

 COSTS

 DO:  Request quotes from two suppliers, which is generally 
sufficient. It is time consuming for suppliers to quote a 
job/project, so be mindful of that. 

   Decide where you want to splurge and where you can 
save. For me, the exterior presence of the home is really 
important. I didn’t want to compromise on the exterior 
finishes (windows, doors and siding).

   Create a spreadsheet to track expenditures and stick to 
the budget as best you can. 

DON’T:  Forget to include development fees when calculating the 
approximate cost of your building permit – they might be 
an unwelcome surprise. 

CHANGES

 DO:  Make sure you are able to devote the time required if you 
are taking on the project management. It involves being 
on site and scheduling trades and deliveries, pricing and 
ordering plus managing the budget.

DON’T:  Make changes on site without considering the 
implications. Changes will invariably happen as the build 
progresses and it is important to be mindful of how these 
changes will impact other elements of the build.  OH

Hire professionals.  
Their experience is invaluable when it 

comes to architectural and interior design.

Take the time to design your 
home to suit your property.

Do's_and_Don'ts_Building a New Home.indd   DPS 2018-09-21   2:48 PM
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STORY NICOLE LAIDLER  |   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON HARTOG

Inspiration

Built-in counters on one wall of the living room are 
among the keys to living large in a small condo. These 
multipurpose surfaces work as well for desk work as 
seating the overflow at a dinner party. The large mirror 
brings exterior light into this corner of the room while 
the doorway to the master suite provides an artistic 
separation from the living space. 

ARTISANAL
Continued on page 40
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ABOVE: The ingenious dining table swivels 
under the counter for bench seating, and a sleek 
wall of handle-free cabinetry appears twice the 
size thanks to a floor-to-ceiling mirrored wall. 
BELOW: The doorway to the custom vestibule, 
which minimizes hallway noise inside the condo, 
leads to a laundry/utility room just inside 
the front door. 

The opportunity to design and build a 
completely unique space is what attracted 
these homeowners to the project, built by 
Domus Developments in 2015-2016. The 
couple were among the first to move in. Just 
over two years later, they are still adding a few 
finishing touches to their home in the sky. 

“Domus knew we wanted to customize 
everything. They were great to work with,” 
the homeowner says. “There isn’t a single thing 
here that was part of the original spec design. 
We reworked it all.” 

With a background in architecture, the 
homeowner was able to design the space and 
work with local artisans and tradespeople to 
bring the vision to life. 

Wanting to minimize noise from the 
hallway and keep the living area clutter-free, 
the creation of a large front entry was the 
first change made to the original layout. The 

practical vestibule is separated from the rest of 
the unit by a hot, rolled metal and glass door 
by Red Iron Design. 

The industrial-inspired aesthetic continues 
in the open-concept kitchen and great 
room where the unit’s 12-foot ceilings and 
floor-to-ceiling windows create a welcoming 
sense of space. 

These homeowners love to entertain a 
crowd and took care to design a kitchen that is 
as visually stunning as it is functional. A large 
white pantry hides the Gaggenau refrigerator 
(Appliance Canada), a wine and coffee 
bar and plenty of storage space. Two floating 
shelves frame the rolled-metal oven hood (Red 
Iron Design) and provide a clever hiding spot 
for the kitchen’s electrical outlets. 

“I’m not a fan of upper cabinetry and 
wanted to keep the space looking clean,” 
the homeowner says. The kitchen features 

WWhile condo design is often ho-hum and 
predictable, there’s nothing cookie-cutter about this 
one in north London. The 1,200 sq. ft. one-bedroom 
unit makes a big impression the moment a visitor 
steps through the front door.

Bold contemporary lines with industrial 
accents deliver high marks for artistic 
impression while clever detailing, like ceiling-
height stacked wine storage, makes use of 
every inch. A second mirrored wall in the 
kitchen adds to the sense of space.

The live-edge table 
rotates into the 
counter, creating a 
bar option for eating 
or enjoying drinks 
with the chef.

Continued on page 42
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motorized, soft-close pullout drawers 
throughout, with no visible mechanisms 
or hardware. With the exception of the 
cooktop, all the appliances (Appliance 
Canada) are hidden. 

The backsplash features textured concrete 
wall panels from Silex Element, while the 
countertops and island are finished with 
black Neolith sintered porcelain, a virtually 
indestructible material that resembles 
unpolished granite. 

Wanting to maximize the living space 
without sacrificing their love of entertaining, 
the homeowner worked with Roth Design 
Inc. to come up with an ingenious dining 
solution – a walnut slab that functions as a 
breakfast bar, a stand-alone table for 10 or a 
smaller perpendicular table that slides into 
the kitchen island.

Two custom benches, one in live-edge 

walnut and the other in hot rolled metal (Roth 
Design), offer plenty of seating. 

“A lot of thought and craftsmanship went 
into this design,” the homeowner notes.

The mix of industrial materials and 
contemporary comfort continues in the living 
area where the fireplace surround incorporates 
concrete wall panels and hot rolled metal to 
create a stunning focal point. Built-in shelving 
provides plenty of room for the homeowner’s 
collection of LPs. 

Floors throughout the unit are hand-
scraped oak, an upgrade provided by 
the developer. 

A pair of rolled metal doors with round 
glass inserts (Red Iron Design) add some 
visual fun and lead to a two-piece powder 
room and the master en suite. “At night 
you can see the lighting come through,” the 
homeowner says. “It looks really cool.” 

High-impact artwork throughout 
the condo adds to its custom look. 
Cosy modular seating (Modern 
Living London), which turns into 
two twin beds, takes advantage of 
natural light from big industrial-style 
windows and invites relaxing by a 
seasonal fire. ABOVE: The living 
room and master bedroom both 
access a large outdoor terrace with 
premium view, sun-drenched year-
round thanks to southern exposure.

Continued on page 44
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The modern aesthetic flows into the 
powder room and master bathroom. Both 
feature poured concrete sinks by Exclusive 
Concrete and Rubinet fixtures from 
London Bath Centre. 

At the moment, a freestanding bathtub 
is all that separates the master en suite from 
the sleeping area. Eventually, a 10-by-10-foot 
rolled metal and glass sliding barn door will 
offer more privacy. “Because it’s all custom 
work, it takes time,” the homeowner explains. 

The master bedroom is also a work-
in-progress. A floating wall functions as 
a headboard and divides the room into a 
sleeping area and reading nook. “This is the 
largest master bedroom in the building,” 
the homeowner says. “By dividing it, we 
maximize this space.” 

Being on the top floor allows the 
homeowner to take full advantage of the view. 
“It’s amazing to watch the weather from up 
here, whether it’s a snowstorm, lightning or 
just the sunset,” the homeowner says. 

And the couple enjoys the ongoing process 
of creating a home that is truly one-of-a-kind. 
“There are so many talented artisans and 
craftspeople in London right now. It’s fun to 
work with like-minded, creative people.”  OH

TOP LEFT: A stylish pocket door opens to the master 
bathroom. TOP RIGHT: Without a wall dividing the master 
bath from the bedroom, the room seems more spacious while 
the soaker tub eases the transition between bathroom and 
bedroom. ABOVE: The owner created a half wall behind the 
bed to divide the sleeping portion of the room from a sitting 
area that opens to the terrace.
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                     FOR VOTING US 

#
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STORY MELANIE REKOLA

1

When it comes to making suet, the 
more natural, organic and local the food 
ingredients are, the healthier the results are 
for the birds. A homemade suet blend is also 
free from nasty preservatives and fillers. 

Start by purchasing rendered plain suet 
cakes or chunks from a wild bird supply 
store, garden centre, butcher shop or pet 
store. These cakes can be used as-is or 
can be melted down and used in more 
specialized suet recipes. You can also save 
beef fat left over from cooking to make 
homemade tallow (rendered suet). Once you 
have saved enough to make the batch size 
of your choice, just add a bit of water and 
let it simmer on the stove for a few hours 
until it turns a golden brown. Then strain the 
liquid fat with cheesecloth to remove any 
contaminants and the resulting liquid will be 
beef tallow. Use it right away or store in the 
fridge or freezer.

Suet recipes need not be complicated in 
order to attract a range of hungry fowl. 

Melt the suet and nut butter together 
until they are smooth and liquid. 

Add the flour, mixing well. Allow the 
mixture to cool slightly to thicken, then 
pour it into moulds, containers, muffin 
liners, plastic wrap or foil as needed for 
desired shape. 

Refrigerate or freeze suet until it is firm 
and ready to use. Extra suet may be 
kept frozen until needed. 

Make It More Tempting
While a simple bird suet recipe is a great 
starting point, adding other ingredients to 
the mixture before it cools will make it more 
tempting to birds. Through experimentation 
you’ll discover what your local birds find 
the most appetizing. These customizable 
ingredients include:

•	 Organic	and	unsalted/unseasoned/raw	
chopped nuts of choice

•	 Sunflower	seed	chips	or	other	shelled	
seeds (many birds cannot extract the 
seeds encased with shells once fat is 
introduced).

•	 Organic	dried	fruit	and	berries

•	 Mealworms	or	crickets	(my	home	bird	
populace goes crazy for these!)

Suet can be moulded into all sorts of 
interesting shapes leaving lots of room for 
personal creativity in your own bird buffet 
offerings. Given my personal affinity toward 
natural Christmas décor, my favourite way 
to display suet is by using a large pine 
cone that I run a stick through the middle 
of and attach with twine (the stick acts as 
a perch). I then smush the suet mixture on 
and into the pine cone and freeze it to set. 
I add a pretty double twine and ribbon 
combo to the top of the pine cone for 
hanging and voila, it’s a gorgeous, natural 
and edible outdoor Christmas ornament. 
Bring on the birds!  OH

2

3

For the Birds –Suet
Whether your feathered 
friends are fall migrants 
or year-round residents, 
augmenting their diets 
with high-quality calories 
found in suet will help 
them survive and thrive. 

Making homemade suet is about as easy as 
making hummingbird nectar. It’s also more 
rewarding, affordable and often healthier 
than purchasing commercially made cakes, 
bells or blocks. Plus, making suet at home 
allows you to customize the ingredients to 
appeal to the specific birds in your yard as 
well as those you wish to attract. 

TIP:  To avoid attracting unwanted 
rodents, only put out enough suet for 
birds to consume in one day. This wil l 
also help the suet stay fresh. 

1 cup rendered suet (tallow)

1 cup chunky organic nut or  
seed butter of choice

1/2 cup wheat or  
quinoa flour

SIMPLE SUET  
RECIPE

Suet can be moulded into all sorts of shapes, allowing for personal creativity.

Suet_Bird_Feeders.indd   DPS 2018-10-03   11:40 AM
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M
People with complex medical conditions 
that require multiple medications can take 
advantage of new technologies that help 
ensure they take their pills as prescribed. 
For example, a heart transplant recipient 
who takes more than two dozen pills every 
day uses an app called Medisafe to remind 
him what pill he should take, at what time 
and whether he should take it with food 
or water. The application for tablets or 
smartphones can be programmed to alert a 
designated relative or caregiver if someone 
has forgotten to take medication.

Spencer Heath Solutions has taken a 
step further and developed a medication 
dispenser. About the size of a toaster, it can 
be placed on a kitchen counter. It doles out 
pre-packaged doses of the right medication 
at the right time, as prescribed. It alerts 
users when its time to take medicine and 
can remind them when they’ve forgotten. 
The device can also alert caregivers and 
pharmacists when someone has missed 
taking medication.

THE SMART HOME
Sarah Love and her husband Stewart operate 
a Burlington company called PM WYRE that 
automates homes and cottages. Many of 
their customers are age 60 or older. “A lot 
of them are people who are building their 
retirement home and they’re looking to 
stay at home forever,” Sarah says. “So we 
work with the builder to provide a variety 
of solutions to make their home safer as 
they age.”

A critical care nurse for 15 years, she worked 
closely with home care services in getting 

people home after they were discharged 
from hospital. “I think I bring a unique 
perspective,” she says. The couple work with 
clients to design smart homes to be exactly 
what homeowners want. PM WYRE can 
install sound and television systems, security 
systems, panic alarms and sensors that 
detect whether their sump pump is working 
or if water is leaking into the basement. 
They can install a camera if homeowners 
want family to visually check on them via 
smartphone or computer. Doorbells can be 
equipped with a camera to show, on the 
home television, who’s at the door. “The 
client will hit it and see if they want to get up 
and answer the door,” Sarah says. 

“We work with clients to develop light 
pathways. So, for example, if they frequently 
get up and use the bathroom, we can do 
a pathway of light that’s set at 10 per cent 
or 20 per cent that’s on at night from their 
bedroom to the bathroom. And when 
they get to the bathroom, we can put in 
an occupancy sensor in the bathroom 
so the light goes on. When they leave, it 
automatically goes off.”

In bedrooms or other rooms, window shades 
can be automated to rise in the morning and 
descend in the evening, so homeowners 
aren’t struggling to get behind furniture 
to open and close shades, she explains. 
Lighting can also be automated to turn on 
and off when homeowners want. The house 
can be programmed so when homeowners 
leave, they can press one button and the 
security system engages, shades descend 
and lights adjust to leave on only those that 
are necessary. When owners come home 
and punch in their key code on the door 
or their smartphone, the security system 
automatically disarms and lights come on at 
appropriate settings and locations. The door 
code can even turn on their favourite music 
or radio station.

The systems are user-friendly and not 
difficult to learn, Sarah says. “Our objective 
for our clients is to make it as simple as 
possible for them.”  OH

Aging at home in the digital age can be a 
challenge as well as an interesting adventure that 
enhances and prolongs independent living. When 
it comes to adopting modern conveniences that 
help people live at home as long as possible, 
age-appropriate technology is essential.

STORY WALTER FRANCZYK  |  ILLUSTRATION  SHEILA BRITTON

Most seniors, already enjoying their 
retirement years, prefer low-tech, easy-to-
use solutions, says Heather Mahon, who 
owns Heather’s Home Healthcare, a medical 
equipment and supplies store that promotes 
independent living. 

Low-tech solutions could include something 
as simple as soft rubber covers that slip 
over kitchen and bathroom taps, making 
them easier to turn. A portable phone or a 
cell phone, taken into the bathroom during 
showers or baths, is a simple safety measure. 
“If you fall, you can call 911,” says Heather.

Window shades can be 
automated to open and close 
and temperature can be 
adjusted remotely fr om a 
smart phone. 

SENIORITY GOES  
HIGH-TECH

An ever-expanding universe of digital 
technology promises benefits unheard 
of when today’s seniors bought their 
first homes. Retirement is an excellent 
opportunity to explore emerging technology 
and to learn about computers, the internet, 
digital devices and all they have to offer. 
Technology is used in every facet of life 
to make tasks easier and faster, according 
to Aging in Place, a resource hub for 
seniors and families. “It’s important not 
to underestimate how technology can 
help you in your golden years,” the 
organization advises.

When travelling to see family and friends 
gets too difficult due to inclement weather, 
distance or mobility issues, people can 
keep in touch through email, text messages 
or live video links such as FaceTime and 
Skype. Simple training in using computers, 
smartphones and tablets is available through 
local libraries, recreation departments or 
seniors organizations. 

Medical alert services, often the first aging 
at home improvement, are also easy to use. 
They typically provide clients with a small 
help button that can be worn as a pendant 
around the neck or on the wrist. Someone in 
need of help can simply push the button to 
reach a monitoring service. Some systems 
have the ability to detect falls. With the 
home phone turned into a speaker phone, 
the monitoring centre can call the customer. 
“If they don’t respond, they’re going to call 
an ambulance,” says Heather. Monitoring is 
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
“They don’t care how often you press that 
button. They’re there,” she says.

With voice commands, mobile digital 
assistants such as Apple’s Siri or Amazon 
Echo’s Alexa can be used to find out the 
weather or traffic conditions, to send an 
email, make a phone call and more.

Medical alert devices  
and mobile digital 
assistants can al low 
seniors to live 
independently 
for as long 
as possible.Helpful apps such as Medisafe remind people of what 

medications to take, when and how to take them.

Seniors_Technology.indd   DPS 2018-11-07   3:49 PM
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VEGAN
RECIPE AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
JENELLE MCCULLOCH

An eggnog everyone 
can enjoy. This recipe 
is a play on the classic 
eggnog – vegan, dairy-
free and made with 
natural sweeteners! 

INGREDIENTS  
Serves 4 

2 cups cashew milk, store 
bought or homemade 

1 cup full fat coconut milk 

3 pitted dates 

1 Tbsp maple syrup 

1 vanilla pod or ½ tsp 
vanilla extract

Nutmeg and cinnamon 
to garnish

DIRECTIONS

In a blender combine all 
ingredients. If using fresh 
vanilla, slice pod lengthwise 
and scrape out seeds. Blend 
on high. Strain through a 
fine mesh strainer. Chill for 
1-2 hours before serving. 
Sprinkle with nutmeg and 
cinnamon to taste.  OH

eggnog

Get more recipes at 
ourhomes.ca/mag/cookonline

VeganEggnog.indd   2 2018-09-07   12:37 PM

Moulding Dreams Into Reality
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GET TO KNOW THE FOLKS WHO HELP MAKE OUR
HOMES BEAUTIFUL!   PHOTOGRAPHY JACKIE NOBLE

AT HOME 
I love to try new recipes! 

I keep them light in spring 
and summer then bring on 

the comfort food in fall 
and winter.

AT WORK 
I answer plenty of 

phone and email inquiries 
for corporate events, private 

functions and weddings. I also 
create menus and update staff 

on new procedures and 
changes in the industry.

BEHIND The Scenes

TAMI 
COLLINS
Steel Grill Catering 

We’ve been operating since 1996 
as a full-service catering and 
event-planning company. 

Continued on page 54

PHILIP, ALEX, JAMIE & 
CHRIS DA SILVA
London Stair & Rail Co. 

We design, manufacture and install custom wood stairs and 
railings. More and more we’re incorporating metal and glass 
into our designs. Our team is an excellent group of craftsmen, 
woodworkers, installers, sales reps and management.

WHY I
LOVE MY JOB

Jamie: I’m proud of our 
team. Chris: I’m always learning 

and interacting with people. Phil: 
I’m part of the design process. 
Alex: I enjoy working with my 
hands from rough product to 

smooth finish. 

STYLE  
PREFERENCE

Jamie: Traditional. Chris: 
Modern. Phil: Scandinavian/

Eclectic. Alex: Mid-

Century Modern. 
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MARK DEREN 
Mark Deren Custom Metal Design 

We are a custom metal design and fabrication shop 
specializing in modern pieces for the home, working with 
various metals to add an industrial accent to any space. 
We’ve been in the metal machining industry for over 20 years, 
so creating furniture was a natural progression when friends 
began asking us to design and build items like table bases 
and railings. Lately we’ve been building a lot of range hoods.

WE LOVE 
Working with 

our customers to 
create new and 
unique designs.

CURRENT  
PROJECTS
 A few range 

hoods that are 
going to be total 
show stoppers!

FUTURE 
PROJECT

A steel frame deck. This 
will add something new to 

our collection. We wanted to 
build something very unique, 

with the kind of industrial 
look you don’t see 

every day. 

FAVOURITE 
MOMENTS

We all agree the best 
moments are when people 

come in who really appreciate 
vintage, its richness and the history 
of design. We think our customers 

are some of the most vibrant 
and interesting people we 

have met anywhere.

FAVOURITE 
THINGS

Curtis: Industrial and deco 
design plus antique shaving and 
tobacconist collectibles. Mary: 
1950s kitchens and mid-century 
modern items. Melinda: Vintage 

clothing and pop culture. 
Think rock and roll icons!

DREAM 
PROJECT:  

Outfitting an entire 
home with various 

metal features.

CURTIS YOUNG, 
MARY HINTON & 
MELINDA STEFFLER
Back To The Fuchsia

We’re a vintage furniture and décor store. We also carry 
vintage clothing from The Sentamentalist. Our passion 
is cultivating the very best and most popular styles 
from each period. Continued on page 56
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SEE OUR DIRECTORY FOR ALL CONTACT INFORMATION.
176 Rectory Street, London • 519-686-1545

■ Full Line Dealer Since 1986

■ Fully Equipped Service Vehicles

■ 24 Hour No Heat Service

■  No Interest or Payments 
for 3 Months O.A.C.

EnvironmEntally FriEndly  
air ConditionErs & FurnaCEs

   Call Us When You’re Hot…
                …Call Us When You’re Not

Buy a furnace  
or air conditioner 
with no money down for
as low as $36 a month! o.a.C.

up to
$850 
in opa

rEBatEs!

$850 
union Gas

rEBatEBuy a  
FurnaCE
and GEt

$300 oFF
CEntral air

ExpiRES MaRch 22, 2019

CarvEr shEEt mEtal

JUST 
FOR FUN

Derek: Snowmobiling. 
Kelly: Watching my kids’ 

sports and activities. Jamie: 
Time with family and friends. 

Darius: Watching hockey. 
Vanessa: Time with 
family and friends. 

Pete: Golf. 

WHAT 
WE LOVE

Derek: Granite, for its 
natural beauty. Kelly: Quartz, 

for its clean look. Jamie: Granite, 
for its character. Vanessa: Granite, 

because it’s unique. Darius: 
Granite, for its natural qualities. 

Pete: Quartz, because it’s 
easy to fabricate.

DEREK SLOAN, KELLY 
SLOAN, JAMIE NAGY, 
DARIUS BANCEWICZ, 
VANESSA CABRAL & 
PETE FOLDES
Sloan Stone Design Quartz & Granite

We are a granite and quartz fabricator using state-of-the-art 
machinery. We have grown from four employees to more than 30 
in the past eight years. We are very proud to have received the 
London Home Builders Association 2016 and 2018 Sub-Trade Of 
The Year Award.  OH
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 SOURCE IT THE NEW, NEAT, UNIQUE, AND FABULOUS IN  
LONDON AND THE SURROUNDING AREA

RENOVATE YOUR HOME 
WITH ARTISTIC SHADOWS
Artistic Shadows is in full swing 
with interior renovations. From 
traditional to modern designs, 
we will create that perfect space 
you have always dreamed about. 
Whether it’s a finished basement, 
a feature wall, or a fireplace with 
a custom stone surround, we will 
design, install, and provide you 
with a positive experience.

With more than 30 years 
of construction experience, 
we have been creating unique 
transition spaces that bring the 
inside out, and the outside in. 
One example of pushing the 
envelope is designing interior 
pools with a timber frame 
enclosure to give the client the 
ultimate four-season room.

Our customers tell us there 
is a great need for these spaces 
that connect to the outside, 
while having a seamless 
transition to the inside. Such 
spaces include decks, pools, 
fireplaces and sunrooms with 
screened enclosures.  

To help you visualize and 
understand the processes 
of your next living space, 
we provide services such as 
consultation, 3-D modeling, 
engineered drawings and 
complete project management. 

Artistic Shadows takes 
great pride in developing 
relationships with their clients 
and ensures quality and 
attention to details are at the 
forefront in every project.   
artisticshadows.ca
519.453.7818
(Please see ad on pg 3)

KISS YOUR COLD FEET 
GOODBYE!
iFH Designs and Installations 
gives cold feet the cold shoulder 
with their innovative in-floor 
heating systems.

Radiant (hydronic) floor 
heating works by circulating 
warm water through a series of 
polyethylene cross-linked pipes 
installed beneath the flooring.

The water creates a gentle 
heat that warms the floor and 
then radiates the heat around 
the room. It works with various 
floor coverings – hardwood, 
ceramic tile, cork, stone and 
carpet – and can be installed 
throughout the house or to 
remedy one drafty room.

In-floor heating offers many 
advantages over traditional 
heating methods:

• While the initial cost is higher, 
an in-floor system is capable of 
reducing household heating costs 
by 20-40 percent;

• The temperature can be 
controlled from room to room;

• No fans mean pollens are 
not being circulated through the 
air, and there’s less dust, making 
it a cleaner solution for those 
with allergies.

iFH began in 1984 as Paul 
McRoberts Plumbing. McRoberts 
pioneered the technique of 
in-floor heating in 1992. He and 
his team – wife Jean, son Brent, 
daughter Paula, and crew Andrew, 
Nick and Brenden – stay abreast 
of all new industry developments 
with continual training through the 
Canadian Hydronics Council.
17741 Gregory Dr, St. Marys
519.461.1078 | 1.866.463.5667
warmfeet.net
office@infloor.plumbing
(Please see ad on pg 45)

MINT PAINTING:  
THE FRESH CHOICE
A fresh, updated, and 
professional paint job will bring 
warmth and contemporary style 
for your family to enjoy for years 
to come. 

At Mint Painting, we are 
committed to top quality results. 
Our small team is experienced, 
professional, and respectful of 
your home. We strive for 100% 
customer satisfaction and take 
pride in every job. We really do 
care about our customers!

We offer complete interior 
and exterior painting services, 
deck staining and refinishing, 
staircase staining and refinishing, 
cabinet painting and wallpaper 
installation.

The colours that you choose 
for your home are an extension 
of your personal style. Let us 
help you bring your vision to life! 
Looking for an artistic accent? 
Our creative team specializes 
in murals, wallpapered accent 
walls, and hand painted stencil 
patterns.

Whether you need an 
estimate on a custom new 
build home, or your front door 
painted, we will take the time to 
complete the job properly. We 
have a passion for painting! It 
has been a pleasure completing 
projects for our wonderful 
customers in London and 
surrounding areas. We look 
forward to hearing from you!

Please contact us today for 
your free in-home estimate.
519.852.7762 
mintpainting.ca
(Please see ad on pg 6)

CUSTOM METAL DESIGNS 
TO ACCENT YOUR SPACE
Mark Deren Custom Metal 
Design specializes in the design 
and fabrication of modern and 
trendy steelwork. From range 
hoods and coffee tables to stairs 
and railings, we work with our 
clients to create custom designs 
that fit their residential and 
commercial needs.

Our passion is building 
pieces that suit your style and 
add a contemporary industrial 
accent to your space. We also 
work with interior designers and 
other craftsmen to create pieces 
like no other.

Our experience in the metal 
fabrication industry began 
more than 20 years ago with 
the original family business and 
naturally evolved into a new 
branch of the business operated 
by Mark. 

Have an idea? We would be 
happy to work with you to turn 
your vision into reality!

Visit our website or Instagram 
page for more photos, ideas and 
information.
519.777.6262
markderen.com

 custom_metal_design
(Please see ad on pg 43)

APPLIANCES
London Major Appliances, 63

ARTISTS/ART GALLERIES
Westland Gallery, 45

BUILDERS/CUSTOM HOMES
CCR Building & Remodeling, 51
Details Renovation & Design, 13
Nicholson Builders Inc., 29
Sifton Properties Ltd., 64

BUILDING SUPPLIES
Copp’s Buildall, 17

CEMENT/CONCRETE/MASONRY/
STONEWORK
Artistic Shadows Renovations, 3, 58

COUNTERTOPS/GRANITE, STONE, 
CONCRETE
Sloan Stone Design, 57

CUSTOM CABINETRY
J & J Jones Custom Cabinets, 29
The Wood Studio, 4&5

DECKING/FENCING
Artistic Shadows Renovations, 3, 58

FINE WOODWORKING/CUSTOM  
FURNITURE/CARPENTRY
Mennonite Crafted Furniture by  
 Truly Wood Furniture Inc., 9

FIREPLACES & STOVES
Elmira Stove Works, 6
Guildwood Lighting & Fireside, 11
Safe Home Fireplace, 27

FLOORING
Floor Source, 13

FOOD/DRINK/CATERING
Steel Grill Catering, 29

HEATING & COOLING
Carver Sheet Metal, 57

HOME ACCENTS/COLLECTIBLES/ 
DÉCOR/FURNITURE
Mark Deren Custom  
 Metal Design, 43, 58
Mennonite Crafted Furniture by  
 Truly Wood Furniture Inc., 9
Stan Portley’s, 29
The Table & Chair Co., 43
The Wood Studio, 4&5

HOME IMPROVEMENTS/ 
RENOVATIONS
Artistic Shadows Renovations, 3, 58
CCR Building & Remodeling, 51
Details Renovation & Design, 13
Nicholson Builders Inc., 29

HOT TUBS/SPAS/SAUNAS/POOLS
Artistic Shadows Renovations, 3, 58

IN-FLOOR HEATING
IFH Designs & Installations Inc., 45, 58

INTERIOR DESIGN
Sylvie’s Interior Design, 9

KITCHEN & BATH
Aqualuxe Bath Showroom, 27
CCR Building & Remodeling, 51
Copp’s Buildall, 17

J & J Jones Custom Cabinets, 29
The Ensuite Bath & Kitchen Showroom  
 (a Division of Emco), 13
The Wood Studio, 4&5

LANDSCAPING/LAWN & GARDEN
Artistic Shadows Renovations, 3, 58
Oasis Landscapes Inc., 29

LIGHTING
Guildwood Lighting & Fireside, 11
Living Lighting, 45

METALWORKING
Mark Deren Custom  
 Metal Design, 43, 58

MILLWORK/TRIM/MOULDINGS
Copp’s Buildall, 17

NEW HOME COMMUNITIES
Sifton Properties Ltd., 64

PAINTING & DECORATING
Benjamin Moore, 2
Clancy’s Rainbow, 2, 13
Mint Painting, 6, 58
Stan Portley’s, 29

STAIRS/RAILINGS
London Stair & Railing Co. Ltd., 43

SUNROOMS
Artistic Shadows Renovations, 3, 58

WINDOWS & DOORS
Copp’s Buildall, 17

OUR HOMES is committed to ensuring the businesses above appear under the correct headings. To make a correction, or to have your business listed under more than 
one heading, please email sylvie.roth@ourhomes.ca or lisa.merrell@ourhomes.ca. To have your business listed in our Home Resource Directory, call us to advertise at 
519.851.1041 or 705.445.5065 x200.

OUR HOMES attracts the area’s finest businesses to advertise in our pages, and utilize our unparalleled distribution and coffee-table appeal to 
market their products and services. We’re making it easier for you, our readers, to become educated as you plan your home- and real estate-
related purchasing decisions. View these business ads online at ourhomes.ca/london. The listings below are organized alphabetically by industry.
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MMake your bath luxurious 
with these do-it-yourself 
blends for your bathtub. 
Soak in the benefits 
of herbs and salts. 
Packaged beautifully in 
a no-mess pouch, simply 
drop in your bath, relax 
and enjoy. Try one of our 
recipes, or create your 
own with your favourite 
herbs. They make great 
gifts too!

PROJECT AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
TARA CHATTELL

Mixing bowl

Large spoon

Measuring cups and spoons

Large bags for tea (either reusable muslin 
or disposable paper tea bags will work, 
we’ve chosen 4-by-6-inch muslin bags)

Tags (for gifts) 

TOOLS

Directions  

1For each recipe, mix the ingredients in a large 
bowl and divide evenly to fill 5 tea bags. 

2Once filled, close each bag tightly, knot the strings 
and tie on a pretty tag. Store in a cool, dry place. 

3When it’s time for a bath, toss in a tea bag while 
you fill the tub with water. Let tea steep for 10-15 
minutes (or desired strength) before removing the  

        bag. Happy soaking… OH

INGREDIENTS
Makes five bags each.

rose coconut milk  
tub tea
2 cups Epsom salt

1 cup Himalayan pink salt

1 cup coconut milk powder

1 cup dried rose petals and buds

lavender oatmeal  
tub tea
2 cups Epsom salt

1 cup coarse Dead Sea salt

1 cup powdered milk

1 cup oats (ground in a food 
processor or blender)

½ cup dried lavender

eucalyptus thyme 
peppermint tub tea
2 cups Epsom salt

1 cup coarse Dead Sea salt

½ cup baking soda

2 Tbsp dried eucalyptus leaf

2 Tbsp dried peppermint

1 Tbsp dried thyme

tub teas
DO-IT-YOURSELF

Add a colourful tag to make lovely gifts 
for friends (or just for yourself!) 

Visit ourhomes.ca/mag/tubteas to download 
printable tags in PDF format.online
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crafty ideas
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A low barrier divides 
the two compartments.

This sink won’t 
scratch or stain.

1. KOHLER: Purist Deck Mount 
Faucet in Vibrant Stainless  
2. KOHLER: Whitehaven 
Hayridge Apron-Front Double 
Bowl Kitchen Sink  

7. KRAUS: Geo Axis Single Handle 
Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet in Stainless 
and Spotless Black Onyx Finish  

8. KRAUS: Standart Pro 30-Inch 16 
Gauge Undermount Single 

Bowl Stainless Steel 
Kitchen Sink  

3. BLANCO: Ikon 30 Apron 
Front Silgranit Kitchen Sink in 
Anthracite  4. BLANCO: Artona 
Kitchen Faucet in Stainless 
Finish/Anthracite  

5. RIOBEL: Toscani Kitchen Faucet with 
Spray in Stainless Steel  6. KRAUS: 
33-Inch Topmount 60/40 Double Bowl 
18 Gauge Stainless Steel Kitchen Sink 
with Noisedefend Soundproofing

9. NATIVE 
TRAILS: Cocina 
33-Inch Hand 
Hammered Copper 
Undermount 
Kitchen Sink in 
Antique Copper  
10. GROHE: 
Bridgeford Kitchen 
Faucet with Side 
Spray in Oil Rubbed 
Bronze  OH 
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Planning a kitchen renovation? 
Getting new counters? Kitchen 

sinks and faucets have come a long 
way and should be a focal point in 
the hardest working room in your 

home. We’ve gathered  
some inspiration for every  

home chef.
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SALES, SERVICE, PARTS •  FREE LOCAL DELIVERY •  PRICE MATCH GUARANTEE

COME VISIT OUR  
12,000 Sq. FT. SHOwROOM!

185 Hamilton Rd., London 
519.432.1862

M-F: 8:30 to 9:00 
SAT: 9:00 to 6:00

SUN: 11:00 to 5:00

LOCALLY OwNED & OPERATED

45,000 Sq. FT. wAREHOUSE!

Since 1959, we have been selling and servicing most major appliance brands.  
Let our team of experts assist you in selecting the right product to suit your style, taste and budget.  

with free prompt delivery, in-house service technicians, and a price match guarantee, why shop anywhere else?
ExpEriEncE thE diffErEncE…you’ll bE glad you did!
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f inishing touch



Enjoy your new favourite breakfast spot. 

Rediscover the joy of a lazy Sunday morning in a brand new home 
built by Sifton. In a home designed to first-class standards, you’ll 
have plenty of time to reconnect over hot coffee, old memories, 
and new adventures. 

View our collection of Quick Closing homes  
and move in before you know it! 

Now Selling Quick  
Closing homes  
in Warbler Woods,  
Timberwalk and 
RiverBend Golf  
Community. 519.850.0756   |   Sifton.com

HOMES
 MADE FOR Life.


